CAPACITATED NETWORK DESIGN CONSIDERING SURVIVABILITY: AN EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH
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This paper presents an evolutionary approach to design of capacitated networks considering cost, performance, and survivability. Traditionally, network performance and survivability have been considered independently. The approach presented in this paper is comprehensive where selecting network topology, assigning capacities for each link, and determining a route for each communicating node pair are simultaneously performed during optimization. Dual objectives of minimizing cost and minimizing delay are used, and the network design is subject to a survivability constraint. The proposed approach is tested on problems from the literature, and it is shown that it improves significantly upon previous single objective approaches and provides the user with a Pareto optimal set of designs to examine further.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is proposed to solve the survivable capacitated network design problem, which frequently arises in the design of telecommunications and computer networks. The capacitated network design problem (CNDP) is briefly defined as follows. A complete undirected network $G = (V, E)$ with node set $V = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ and link set $E = \{(i, j): i, j \in V, i \neq j\}$ is given. $K$ commodities, each representing node-to-node traffic, are simultaneously routed on the network; each commodity $k$ has a single source node, $s(k)$, a single destination node, $d(k)$, and a traffic amount of $t(k)$. It is assumed that all traffic from node $s(k)$ to node $d(k)$ is sent along a single path (i.e. network flows are non-bifurcated). There are $L$ link types available to install on the network. Let $Q_l$ denote the capacity of link type $l$ such that $Q_1 < Q_2 < \cdots < Q_L$. If link type $l$ is installed between nodes $i$ and $j$, a construction of cost $c_{ij}^l$ is incurred. The total design cost of the network is given by

$$Z_C = \sum_{(i,j) \in E, i < j} \sum_{l=1}^{L} c_{ij}^l x_{ij}^l,$$

where $x_{ij}^l = 1$ if link type $l$ is used between nodes $i$ and $j$ and $x_{ij}^l = 0$, otherwise.
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The routing objective is to minimize the average packet delay during peak hours, which is the average time that a packet spends in the network. The average packet delay is usually measured using the Kleinrock delay function [1] given by

\[ Z_T = \frac{1}{\gamma} \sum_{(i,j) \in E, i < j} \frac{f_{ij}}{\lambda u_{ij} - f_{ij}}, \]  

where \( f_{ij} \) is the packet arrival rate (pps) to link \((i, j)\), \( u_{ij} \) is the link capacity (bps), \( 1/\lambda \) is the average packet length (bpp), and \( \gamma \) denotes the total number of the packets in the network, i.e., \( \gamma = \sum_{k=1}^{K} t(k) \). The derivation of Eq. (2) is based on several assumptions – packet arrivals are Poisson distributed, packet sizes are exponentially distributed, there is infinite buffer capacity, and the first-come first-served rule is used at nodes to route packets. Therefore, Eq. (2) is only an approximation to the actual packet delay of a network. However, it has been found that even though \( Z_T \) is quite different from the actual packet delay, minimizing it in the design process, or during routing, will lead to good network performance in implementation [2]. Therefore, Eq. (2) has been extensively used in the literature as a measure of network performance.

The CNDP has three sets of decision variables: (i) the network topology (which nodes should be directly connected), (ii) link capacities (which link types should be installed on connections), and (iii) routes (how the traffic between each node pair should be routed). The CNDP is an extremely difficult problem mainly due to the fact that a large number of integer variables are involved in the mathematical models and linear programming relaxation does not provide tight bounds. In addition, even finding a feasible solution for the problem is quite difficult. Therefore, several heuristic approaches have been applied to the problem, including the branch-exchange method [3], the concave branch elimination method [4], the cut-saturation algorithm [5, 6], construction heuristics [7], simulated annealing [8], tabu search [9, 10], genetic algorithms [11], and expert systems [12, 13]. In addition, methods with performance guarantees have been developed based on Lagrangian relaxation of the mathematical formulation [14–17]. The common approach applied in these methods is to relax the coupling constraints or the flow conservation constraints, then separate the problem into subproblems that can be efficiently solved. Lagrangian based relaxation has been known to provide good results when the topology of the network is limited to a tree [18] or a ring [19] and when a fixed network topology is considered [20–23]; then, the CNDP is reduced to the capacity and route assignment problem.

In addition to cost and performance, another important consideration in network design is survivability. Network survivability describes the ability of a network to restore services after component failures, such as catastrophic failures of links and nodes. Network survivability is an important concern as network topologies are becoming sparse because of new high capacity fiber-optic links and technologies enabling few links to carry all of the network traffic. When a single link fails in a high-capacity sparse network with few diverse paths between nodes, significant service disturbance occurs or the network can lose its global connectivity. Traditionally, the survivability of a network against component failures is achieved by imposing redundant paths between nodes. For many real-life network applications, a level of redundancy that provides connectivity in case of a single link or node failure is sufficient since component failures are so rare that the probability of observing another failure during the repair of a failed component is almost zero [24, 25]. Therefore, researchers mainly focus on 2-link and 2-node network connectivity problems, which assure network connectivity against a single component failure. A network is said to be 2-link (2-node) connected if there exist 2-link disjoint (2-node disjoint) paths between every node pair. Previous approaches to the survivable network design problem (SNDP) include construction and improvement heuristics [42], genetic algorithms [26–30], tabu search [31], and integer programming [24, 32–34].
Unfortunately, the majority of the work addressing network survivability ignores performance. The SNDP is usually formulated so as to design a minimum cost, uncapacitated network topology satisfying a specified connectivity. Likewise, the CNDP research focusing on performance and cost ignores survivability, or considers simple connectivity measures, such as node degrees. Only a few papers address the survivable network design problem considering a performance measure [6, 10, 12, 35, 36].

All network design problems discussed in the previous section are known to be NP-hard. Multicommodity network flow problems combining topology and route selection decisions, such as the CNDP, are known to be extremely difficult even for small problem instances. Considering both survivability and performance makes the problems much harder as the mixed-integer formulations become very large. Another difficulty of considering survivability and performance together is that survivability constraints destroy the separable structure of the problem, which is exploited by Lagrangian relaxation approaches to solve large-scale network design problems. Similarly, considering network flows makes it impossible to use the same approaches used to solve the SNDP. The research presented in this paper proposes an EA to solve the CNDP with 2-node connectivity constraints, incorporating the CNDP and the SNDP into one problem, the survivable capacitated network design problem (SCNDP). In this problem, node connectivity is used because the processing units of a network (nodes) are more likely to fail than the static connections (links).

In the literature, the CNDP is usually formulated as a single objective design problem, minimizing $Z_C$ for a given maximum $Z_T$, or vice versa. In reality, the CNDP is a dual objective design problem with an obvious trade-off between cost and performance. Designers would prefer to investigate the trade-off curve of the cost and performance before choosing a final design. In addition, $Z_T$ is actually a surrogate measure for the actual performance of a network. Therefore, it is mainly helpful to compare alternative designs, rather than operating as a constraint. Therefore, in this paper, the objectives of minimizing cost and minimizing the packet delay are considered concurrently.

2 APPROACH AND ALGORITHM

2.1 Background

Evolutionary algorithms is a broad term used to refer to a group of meta-heuristic optimization approaches (algorithms) that imitate natural evolution in order to solve difficult optimization and design problems. Several evolutionary approaches have been proposed, such as genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, and evolution strategies after the pioneering work by Holland [37] in the 1970s. All EA approaches operate on a set of solutions called a population. The population is continuously modified during the search process by adding new solutions and removing existing ones. New solutions are produced by two means, crossover and mutation. Imitating breeding, crossover combines two or more solutions (called parents) from the population in order to produce new solutions (called offspring). Mutation produces new solutions by small perturbations in the structure of a solution. Solutions are removed from the population by a selection mechanism which takes the relative quality of solutions into consideration. The quality of the solutions is assessed by evaluating and assigning them scalar fitness values based on the decision-maker’s objectives.

In a multi-objective design problem, the decision-maker has two or more conflicting objectives, meaning that one of them cannot be improved without aggravating others. In fact, many real-life engineering design problems have several conflicting objectives, making a multi-objective approach advantageous. A multi-objective design problem is formally defined
as follows: given a set of \( n \) design parameters \( x = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \), find a design \( x^* \) that optimizes \( k \) objective functions \( f(x^*) = \{f_1(x^*), \ldots, f_k(x^*)\} \) subject to \( g(x^*) = b \). Since the design objectives conflict with each other, to find a perfect design that simultaneously optimizes each objective function is impossible. A reasonable approach to a multi-objective design problem is to investigate a set of solutions, each of which satisfies the objectives at an acceptable level without being dominated by any other solution. Assuming that all objectives are of the minimization type, a solution \( x \) is said to dominate another solution \( y \) if, and only if, \( f_i(x) \leq f_i(y) \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \) and \( f_j(x) < f_j(y) \) for at least one objective. A solution is said to be Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any other feasible solution in the solution space. A Pareto optimal solution cannot be improved with respect to any objective without worsening at least one other objective. The set of all non-dominated solutions is referred to as the Pareto optimal set, and for a given Pareto optimal set, the corresponding objective function values in the objective space are called the Pareto front. The ultimate goal of a multi-objective optimization algorithm is to identify solutions in the Pareto optimal set. In recent years, EA approaches have become very popular for multi-objective optimization problems. This popularity can be attributed to their inherent parallelism and capability to exploit the similarities of Pareto optimal solutions in order to generate new solutions by means of crossover. Interested readers should refer to the comprehensive survey papers [38–42] on multi-objective optimization using EA. A similar approach to the one in this paper is by Knowles and Corne [43] which describes a straightforward method to identify the Pareto front for evolutionary strategies.

### 2.2 Approach

The first step in the implementation of an EA approach is to choose an encoding scheme. Special care should be taken when choosing the encoding scheme since the performance of an EA highly depends on it. A pure EA approach to solve the SCNDP requires a complex encoding scheme to represent network topology, link capacities, and routes simultaneously. However, complex encoding schemes are known to have negative effects on performance [44]. The selected encoding represents only capacitated networks without routes, and for a given capacitated network, routes are determined by solving the routing problem. By dividing the problem, the encoding becomes simple.

Another important concern for an EA (or any heuristic method) is handling of constraints. Research has considered different ways to deal with constraints, such as special crossover and mutation operators that can always produce feasible solutions, repair algorithms, and penalty function methods [45]. Constraints such as 2-node connectivity are particularly difficult to deal with in EA. First, it is computationally expensive to evaluate the feasibility of solutions. Second, the degree of infeasibility cannot be clearly quantified for use in a penalty function. In addition, traditional EA operators such as single point crossover and bit flip mutation frequently produce disconnected or infeasible network topologies. Therefore, specialized encoding schemes and operators to produce feasible network topologies have been active research topics in the EA literature (see examples in [26, 28, 46, 47]).

In the SCNDP, a feasible solution must satisfy the 2-node connectivity constraints and must have enough capacity so that all traffic can be successfully delivered. To handle the 2-node connectivity constraints, a uniform crossover with an efficient repair algorithm and special mutation operators that can always produce 2-node connected networks are used. Therefore, a 2-node connectivity check is not required after mutation. To handle the infeasibility due to inadequate capacities, solutions are repaired by changing link capacities. The details of the crossover and mutation operators are given in the following sections.
2.3 Encoding

Networks are represented by an incidence matrix $X$ such that the $ij$th entry $x_{ij}$ is integer corresponding to the link type if link $(i, j)$ exists and 0 otherwise. For example, $x_{12} = 2$ means that link $(1, 2)$ exists and it is a type 2 link. Since links are bi-directional only the upper half of $X$ is needed for the representation.

2.4 Initial Solutions

The EA starts with $\mu_0$ feasible solutions randomly generated in two steps. First, a random 2-node connected topology is constructed using the ear decomposition procedure [25] as follows. This procedure starts with a partial solution, which includes a cycle spanning randomly selected subsets of the nodes. In the following steps, random paths (called ears), starting and terminating at different nodes in the partial solution and traversing only the nodes that are not in the solution yet, are added to the solution until all nodes are included. To make sure that enough link capacity is installed on the network, first the traffic between each node pair is routed through the shortest path between them, and then a random link type is selected for each link such that links have enough capacity for the traffic flow through them.

2.5 Crossover Operator

In uniform crossover, an offspring randomly inherits genes (links) from either parent, one at a time. As a result of uniform crossover, it is possible that the offspring is not 2-node connected or not even connected at all. A repair algorithm is used to produce an acceptable topology as follows. Each node $v \in V$ is removed from the offspring one at a time. Then, starting from the smallest indexed node in $V \setminus v$ a depth-first search is performed to determine whether the nodes in $V \setminus v$ are connected. Let $S(v)$ be set of nodes in the search tree of the depth-first search and $\tilde{S}(v)$ be the remaining nodes, i.e., $\tilde{S}(v) = V \setminus \{v \cup S(v)\}$. If $\tilde{S}(v) = \emptyset$, then the offspring is 1-node fault-tolerant with respect to node $v$. If $\tilde{S}(v) \neq \emptyset$, then removing $v$ disconnects the remaining nodes. To achieve connectivity, a link $(i, j)$ from either parent such that $i \in S(v)$ and $j \in \tilde{S}(v)$ is added to the offspring. If more than one link satisfies the condition, then the one with the minimum cost is chosen. After adding link $(i, j)$, the search tree is updated and the depth-first search continues until $\tilde{S}(v) = \emptyset$. The rationale for this repair algorithm is that both parents are 2-node connected; therefore, both parents must have at least one link $(i, j)$ connecting nodes in $S(v)$ and $\tilde{S}(v)$ when node $v$ is removed.

Using the connectivity check/repair algorithm, the 2-node connectivity of a network can be determined in $O(nm)$ time (the depth-first search requires $O(m)$ time and it is invoked $n$ times, once for each node). If the offspring is not 2-node connected, the repair operation requires only a few additional steps since the connectivity check and repair are performed simultaneously.

The connectivity check/repair algorithm is computationally expensive. However, it can be avoided in cases where the topology of one parent is a subset of the other’s. In this case, uniform crossover always produces a 2-node connected offspring given that the other’s are 2-node connected. Therefore, a quick check of this relationship between parents prevents the necessity of the connectivity check/repair. The procedure of uniform crossover with the repair algorithm is given as follows:

Procedure: Uniform Crossover with Repair
Randomly and uniformly select two parents $X$ and $Y$ such that $X \neq Y$
For $i = 1, \ldots, n$ and $j = i + 1, \ldots, n$ do {
If $\text{Uni}[0, 1] > 0.5$ then $z_{ij} = x_{ij}$ else $z_{ij} = y_{ij}$
}
If \((X \subseteq Y) \lor (Y \subseteq X)\) return \(Z\)

//connectivity test and repair algorithm//

For each node \(v \in V\) do {
    Remove node \(v\) from offspring \(Z\)
    Let \(s\) be the node with the smallest index in \(V \setminus v\)
    \(S(v) = \{s\}\), LIST = \(\{s\}\), and \(\bar{S}(v) = V \setminus s\)
    While \(\bar{S}(v) \neq \emptyset\) do {
        While LIST \(\neq \emptyset\) do {
            Select node \(i\) from the end of LIST
            If there exists a link \((i, j)\) such that \(j \in \bar{S}(v)\) then {
                Remove node \(j\) from \(\bar{S}(v)\) and add to \(S(v)\)
                Add node \(j\) to the end of LIST
            } else Delete node \(i\) from LIST
        }
        If \(\bar{S}(v) \neq \emptyset\) then {
            Find a link \((i, j)\) such that \(\min\{c_{ij}: i \in S(v), j \in \bar{S}(v), x_{ij} + y_{ij} \geq 1\}\)
            \(z_{ij} = \text{Uni}\_\text{Int}[1, L]\)
            Remove node \(j\) from \(\bar{S}(v)\) and add to \(S(v)\)
            Add node \(j\) to the end of LIST
        }
    }
}
return \(Z\)

2.6 Mutation Operators

There are several mutation operators perturbing network topologies without disturbing 2-node connectivity. To achieve this, the mutation operators create a solution from an existing solution by changing the cycles of the solution. Every 2-node connected network must include at least one cycle, and replacing a cycle with other cycles of the same nodes does not disturb the 2-node connectivity of the network. This property is used in Ref. [25] to construct local move operators for improvement heuristics to design minimum cost 2-node and 2-link connected network topologies. The mutation operators are given below.

**Procedure: One-Link Exchange**

Find a random cycle \(C\) of at least four nodes.
Randomly choose four nodes \(a, b, c,\) and \(d\) of the cycle such that \(x_{ab} \geq 1, (a, b) \notin C,\)
and \(x_{cd} = 0.\)
Set \(x_{cd} = x_{ab}\) and \(x_{ab} = 0.\)
End

**Procedure: Two-Link Exchange**

Find a random cycle \(C\) of at least four nodes.
On cycle \(C,\) randomly determine 2 links \((a, b)\) and \((c, d)\) such that \(x_{ab} \geq 1, x_{cd} \geq 1, x_{ac} = 0,\) and \(x_{bd} = 0.\)
Set \(x_{ac} = x_{ab}, x_{bd} = x_{cd}, x_{ab} = 0,\) and \(x_{cd} = 0.\)
End

**Procedure: Three-Link Exchange**

Find a random cycle \(C\) of at least four nodes.
On cycle $C$, randomly choose 3 links $(a, b), (c, d)$, and $(e, f)$ such that $x_{ab} \geq 1$, $x_{cd} \geq 1$, $x_{ef} \geq 1$, $x_{ad} = 0$, $x_{be} = 0$, and $x_{cf} = 0$.
Set $x_{ad} = x_{ab}, x_{be} = x_{ef}, x_{cf} = x_{cd}, x_{ab} = 0, x_{cd} = 0$ and $x_{ef} = 0$.
End

Procedure: Delete-a-Link
Find a random cycle $C$ of at least four nodes.
Randomly choose 2 nodes $a$ and $b$ such that $x_{ab} \geq 1$ and $(a, b) \notin C$.
Delete link $(a, b)$.
End

Procedure: Add-a-Link
Randomly choose 2 nodes $a$ and $b$ such that $x_{ab} = 0$.
Set $x_{ab} = \text{Uni}_\text{Int}[1, L]$.
End

Procedure: Change-Link-Type
Randomly choose a link $(a, b)$ such that $x_{ab} \geq 1$
Change type of link $(a, b)$ to another type.
End

2.7 Determining Routes

As mentioned earlier, the CNDP has three sets of decision variables: network topology, link types (capacities), and routes. Each encoding represents the network topology and link capacities. Once network topology and link capacities are determined and the connectivity constraints are satisfied, the design problem reduces to the routing problem, as follows:

minimize $Z_T = \frac{1}{\gamma} \sum_{(i,j)\in E, i < j} \frac{f_{ij}}{\lambda u_{ij} - f_{ij}}$ (3)
subject to:

$$\sum_{\{i:(i,j)\in E\}} z_{ij}^k - \sum_{\{i:(j,i)\in E\}} z_{ji}^k = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i = s(k) \\
-1 & \text{if } i = d(k) \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \text{ for all } i \in V, \ k = 1, \ldots, K$$ (4)

$$\sum_{k=1,\ldots,K} t(k)(z_{ij}^k + z_{ji}^k) = f_{ij} \text{ for all } (i, j) \in E, \ i < j$$

$$z_{ij}^k \in \{0, 1\} \text{ for all } (i, j) \in E, \ k = 1, \ldots, K$$ (5)

$$f_{ij} \geq 0 \text{ for all } (i, j) \in E, \ i < j.$$

The mathematical formulation given above is an integer multicommodity network flow problem with a nonlinear objective function. Although the routing problem is much simpler than the overall design problem, it is still NP-hard due to non-bifurcated flows, i.e. traffic between a node pair is to be sent through a single path which is determined by binary route selection variables $z_{ij}^k$. However, this problem has been widely studied in the literature and several approaches have been developed to efficiently solve it, including the flow deviation method [1], Lagrangian based relaxation [20–23, 48], decomposition [49], and genetic algorithms [50, 51].
In this research, the flow deviation method [1] is used since it can quickly find or get very close to the global optimal flow in relatively few iterations [52, 53]. This method is known to perform particularly well on networks with a large number of nodes and relatively balanced traffic [1]. In addition, it is computationally easier to implement than other approaches. The flow deviation method starts with an initial feasible flow. In each iteration, a new flow is obtained by deviating a fraction of the current flow from existing paths to the shortest paths, which are determined by using the routing costs as calculated by taking the partial derivative of the objective function given in Eq. (2) with respect to the current flow. The algorithm terminates when the improvement in average delay becomes negligible.

**Procedure: Flow Deviation Method**

1. **//finding an initial flow//**
   - For each link \((i, j)\), set marginal cost \(w_{ij} = \frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{1}{\lambda u_{ij}}\)
   - For \(k = 1, \ldots, K\) do {
     - Find the shortest path \(SP(k)\) from \(s(k)\) to \(d(k)\) using marginal link cost \(w_{ij}s\)
     - Send \(t(k)\) unit traffic through path \(SP(k)\) and update flows on the path.
     - Update the marginal costs of the links on \(SP(k)\) as \(w_{ij} = \frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{\lambda u_{ij}}{(\lambda u_{ij} - \lambda f_{ij})^2}\).
   }

2. **//improve the current flow//**
   - Do {
     - For \(k = 1, \ldots, K\) do {
       - Find the new shortest path \(NSP(k)\) from \(s(k)\) to \(d(k)\) (\(NSP(k)\)) using \(w_{ij}s\).
       - Route commodity \(k\) through path \(NSP(k)\) and update the flow.
       - If the new flow is feasible and improves \(Z_T\), \(SP(k) = NSP(k)\), otherwise keep the current route.
     }
     - Calculate new marginal link costs as \(w_{ij} = \frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{\lambda u_{ij}}{(\lambda u_{ij} - \lambda f_{ij})^2}\).
   }

While (A new path improving \(Z_T\) is found)

It is possible that an initial feasible flow cannot be determined for a solution. In this case, the link capacities of the solution are adjusted as shown below instead of discarding the entire solution.

**Procedure: Repair Link Capacities**

1. For \(k = 1, \ldots, K\) do {
   - Find the shortest path \(SP(k)\) from \(s(k)\) to \(d(k)\)
   - Send \(t(k)\) unit traffic through the shortest path \(SP(k)\)
   - Update the network flow
}

2. Determine new link types for each \((i, j)\) such that \(x_{ij} = \min\{l: Q_l > f_{ij}\}\)
3. Call the Procedure Flow Deviation to improve the flow to minimize delay

**2.8 Overall Algorithm**

The algorithm keeps Pareto optimal solutions found during the search until better solutions are found. In a comparative study [52], Zitzler et al. report that this elitist approach outperforms other approaches such as objective weighting and Pareto ranking. This approach also simplifies
the implementation as no secondary population is needed to store all Pareto front solutions. In addition, it promotes a diverse Pareto front since all Pareto front solutions contribute to the search as opposed to the case with two populations where only the solutions of the primary population participate in the search through crossover and mutation while the secondary population is used as an archive of Pareto front solutions.

In each iteration, a single solution is generated by either crossover or mutation, selected randomly and uniformly, an incremental EA. In mutation, one of the mutation operators is also randomly and uniformly selected. The new solution is compared to all solutions in the population, and is discarded if it is dominated by any existing solution. Any existing solutions dominated by the new solution are removed. The solution is added to the population if none of these cases occur. Therefore, the size of the population dynamically changes during the search and it is possible that it might grow too large. To prevent this, the size of the population (μ) is controlled by two parameters, maximum and minimum population size (μmax and μmin, respectively) for the larger problems (20 nodes and above). When μ reaches μmax, μmax − μmin solutions are removed from the population giving consideration to maintaining the diversity of the Pareto front. To achieve this, a tournament selection based on niching [41, 54] is used as follows. Two solutions are randomly chosen and the solution with the higher niche count is removed. The niche count of solution X is given by

\[ n_{c}(X) = \sum_{Y \in P} \max \left\{ \frac{\sigma_{\text{share}} - d(X, Y)}{\sigma_{\text{share}}}, 0 \right\}, \]

where \(\sigma_{\text{share}}\) is the niche size and \(d(X, Y)\) is the Euclidean distance between solutions X and Y calculated in the normalized objective space between 0 and 1, i.e.

\[ d(X, Y) = \sqrt{\left( \frac{Z_{C}(X) - Z_{C}(Y)}{Z_{C}^{\text{max}} - Z_{C}^{\text{min}}} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{Z_{T}(X) - Z_{T}(Y)}{Z_{T}^{\text{max}} - Z_{T}^{\text{min}}} \right)^{2}}, \]

where \(Z_{C}^{\text{min}}\) and \(Z_{C}^{\text{max}}\) are the delay and cost of the most expensive solution and \(Z_{T}^{\text{max}}\) and \(Z_{T}^{\text{min}}\) are the delay and cost of the least expensive solution in the population, respectively. The niche size defines a neighborhood of solutions in the objective space. The solutions sharing the same neighborhood contribute to each other’s niche count. Therefore, a solution with a crowded neighborhood will have a higher niche count, reducing the chance of that solution surviving. As a result, niching limits the proliferation of solutions in one particular neighborhood of the objective space. In fact, niching is a widely used approach in multi-objective GAs to make sure that a diverse Pareto front is obtained, and has many variants (see Ref. [42]).

Iterations continue until no new solution improving on a current Pareto front solution is found during the last \(g_{\text{stop}}\) solutions evaluated or a maximum number of new solutions (\(g_{\text{max}}\)) is reached. As a final note on the method, like other EA, this method has a number of parameters to be set prior to optimization. The performance of the method, however, is not sensitive to the exact values of these parameters and the search algorithm performs quite robustly over a range of them. Therefore, the designer should not have to spend much time choosing parameter values for a given problem instance.

3 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

Four test problems taken from Ref. [10] were studied. These test problems are 10-, 15-, 20-, and 23-node networks and eight link types are available in each problem. The given data of the
problems are solved to include the Cartesian coordinates of the nodes, the traffic load between each node pair, the average packet size, the possible link options in terms of capacity, the fixed and variable costs of the link options, and the routing policy. In Ref. [10], the problems are solved to minimize the design cost for a given maximum allowable delay and node degree constraints, and single objective TS is used as the solution approach. In addition, comparative results are presented for simulated annealing, a genetic algorithm, and the cut saturation algorithm. Since in the research herein 2-node connectivity is used, direct comparison of results with Ref. [10] could be misleading. In a 2-node connected network each node must have at least two links. Therefore, each solution found herein is a feasible solution with respect to a node degree requirement of two. However, the opposite case is not true, i.e. a network with minimum node degree of two may not be 2-node connected. This implies that the problem formulated herein is more constrained than the problems in Ref. [10]. In addition, the connectivity check for 2-node connected networks is computationally more expensive than a check for node degrees.

After initial experimentation, the following parameters were used for all problems: $\mu_0 = 20$, $\mu_{\text{min}} = 400$, $\mu_{\text{max}} = 600$, $g_{\text{max}} = 500,000$, $g_{\text{stop}} = 3000$, and $\sigma_{\text{share}} = 0.05$. All runs were performed on a PC running on the LINUX operating system with 2 GHz CPU and 1 GB memory.

Figures 1–4 depict the initial population and the final population (the Pareto front) found for each problem. In addition, the previous results reported in Ref. [10] are depicted. In each case, the algorithm herein found many solutions dominating previous results. Particularly for the 20- and 23-node problems, the solutions were decidedly superior to previous results. This performance improvement for larger networks can be explained by the fact that flow deviation method performs especially well in large networks.

These significant improvements can be also attributed to the differences between the routing procedures used in this research and the previous ones. In Refs. [8, 10, 11] a simple routing and capacity assignment policy is used: each commodity is routed through shortest paths, link flows are calculated, and link capacities are determined by assigning the smallest available capacity option that is greater than the flow on each link. To demonstrate the performance
of the EA approach independent from routing method, it was run with the route and capacity assignment procedure used in Refs. [8, 10, 11]. Results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for 10- and 23-node problems, respectively. In this case, the EA approach still found many solutions dominating previous results. Interestingly, some of the initial solutions found by the EA approach dominated previously-reported, single objective results. The likely explanation for this is that the ear decomposition procedure used to generate initial solutions is known to find low-cost,
survivable networks with high route diversity (see Ref. [25] for further discussion), which leads to efficient routing. In other words, the initial solutions generated are apt to be quite good.

The main difference between using the flow deviation method and the shortest path routing is in the final Pareto fronts. In the former case, a wide Pareto front over which solutions are almost evenly scattered is identified, whereas the Pareto front in the latter case was confined to a smaller region towards low cost. This was a result of assigning the smallest feasible
capacity option on each link. However, the Pareto front in the former case dominates the one in the latter case, especially for high-cost solutions. This difference was also exhibited in the triggering of the maximum population size and niching mechanism. The only instance in which the maximum population size was reached was for the 23-node problem using flow deviation routing, where the population was pruned three times. This is due to the large number of Pareto optimal solutions identified for this instance.

Table I gives the number of solutions searched and the average CPU seconds per solution evaluated for each problem studied. Comparing CPU times, it is clear that most of the CPU time was spent in solving the routing problem in the flow deviation case. However, it should be noted the CPU time is not a primary concern in network design problems since the design task is an offline process with considerable time allowance. For all problems, CPU times are well within practical limits considering computationally intense operations such as the 2-node connectivity check and traffic routing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem size (n)</th>
<th>Flow deviation method routing</th>
<th>Shortest path routing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solutions searched</td>
<td>CPU seconds per solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>0.00327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>0.01231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>0.03876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>0.06289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The multi-objective survivable CNDP is a very difficult problem with frequent applications in telecommunication and computer networks. When network cost, network performance, and survivability are considered together in a network design problem, the resulting mathematical model become computationally intractable with an enormous number of decision variables and constraints. In addition, the problem is no longer separable, and efficient techniques exploiting this feature are no longer applicable.

The approach described in this paper divides the problem into two parts. The EA searches capacitated 2-node connected topologies and the relatively easier routing problem is then solved to minimize delay. Using this hybrid approach has several advantages. The EA is used to handle complex survivability constraints with tailored crossover and mutation operators, whilst the routing problem, for which it is difficult to develop an encoding scheme, is solved by using a well-known heuristic from the literature. Such hybrid methods, i.e. using evolutionary approaches to simplify the structure of a complex design problem, and then using exact or heuristic methods to efficiently solve sub problems, are promising. Hybrid methods will be useful in many complicated engineering design problems such as facilities design, reliability, and scheduling.

Further enhancing the method is the concurrent consideration of the two most common objectives, minimizing network cost and minimizing packet delay (that is, maximizing performance). By searching over the Pareto front of these conflicting objectives, network designers are presented with a set of superior designs so that they may explicitly examine the trade-off between cost and performance. Although using two objectives in the search is slightly more complicated than using a single objective (variable population size, comparison for dominance among solutions), it is still quite computationally tractable within an EA framework and identifies a wide range of excellent designs.

NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>evolutionary algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNDP</td>
<td>capacitated network design problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNDP</td>
<td>survivable network design problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNDP</td>
<td>survivable capacitated network design problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G = (V, E)$</td>
<td>undirected network with node set $V$ and link set $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>number of nodes, $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>number of links, $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(i, j)$</td>
<td>undirected link $(i, j)$ between nodes $i$ and $j$ $(i, j) \equiv (j, i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_C$</td>
<td>design cost of a network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_T$</td>
<td>average packet delay of a network (seconds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{ij}$</td>
<td>amount of traffic flow through link $(i, j)$ (packets per second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_{ij}$</td>
<td>capacity of link $(i, j)$ (bits per second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1/\lambda$</td>
<td>average packet length (bits per packet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>total number of packets fed into a network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>number of link types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_l$</td>
<td>capacity of link type $l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>number of commodities to be routed in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s(k)$</td>
<td>source node of commodity $k$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( d(k) \)  
destination node of commodity \( k \)

\( t(k) \)  
traffic demand of commodity \( k \) (packets per second)

\( x_{ij} \)  
type of link installed on link \((i, j)\). \( x_{ij} = 0, \ldots, L \) such that \( x_{ij} = 0 \) 
denotes no link

\( c_{ij}^l \)  
cost of installing link type \( l \) between nodes \( i \) and \( j \)

\( z_{ij}^k \)  
indicator variable such that \( z_{ij}^k = 1 \) if link \((i, j)\) is used to route 
commodity \( k \) and \( z_{ij}^k = 0 \), otherwise

\( [S(v), \bar{S}(v)] \)  
cut set of a network after removing node \( v \)

\( g_{\text{max}} \)  
the maximum number of solutions evaluated

\( \delta_{\text{stop}} \)  
stopping criteria

\( \mu_{\text{max}}, \mu_{\text{min}} \)  
the maximum and minimum population size, respectively

\( \mu_{\text{a}} \)  
initial population size

\( \sigma_{\text{share}} \)  
niche size
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